To explore the cause of structure vibration, this study aims to propose a kinematic equation and analyze its movement in relation to cam linkage mechanism for a jacketing machine and shearing mechanism. Finite element method is adopted to construct the kinetic model of linkage subsystem of shearing mechanism. This method can solve the inability of the shearing mechanism to accurately complete the shearing actions of the rubber hose during large vibration of the mechanism. Lumped parameter method is adopted to establish the kinetic model of the cam roller subsystem, and Newmark method is used to solve the kinetic equation of the shearing mechanism. The optimal parameters of the linking rod, cam profile, and shaking force and shaking moment of the mechanism at different rotation speeds are analyzed. Results show that rotation speed and cam profile are factors affecting the performance of the mechanism. The shaking force (shaking moment) is the main cause of the vibration of the mechanism on the rack. As such, the shaking force and shaking moment of the mechanism are selected as the objective functions of the optimization model. The node parameters of B-spline curve movement law and cross-section parameters of the linking rod are used as variables for the optimal design of the cam linkage system. Finally, the obtained optimal value is x ¼ [0.33 0.2 0.54 0.62 8.7 3.0 7.8 16.3] T .
Introduction
Aluminum electrolytic capacitors are an important part of the electronic circuit and are used in all electronic products. 1 Similarly, jacketing machine is vital in the production of aluminum electrolytic capacitors. The machine is used for repetitive jobs instead of using manpower and is the key to improve the production efficiency of capacitors. Modern mechanical equipment is moving toward the direction of highspeed, precision, intelligence, and lightweight. 2, 3 Employing high speed is the most effective way to improve the production efficiency of jacketing machine. However, a kinetic model is complex because of issues on the rigid motion of components and elastic deformation coupling. Moreover, solving practical problems could encounter many difficulties. In fact, the large-range movement of flexible bodies and complex dynamics problem on deformation remain challenging 4 and are thus hot spots of research. Therefore, accurate, real-time, and effective prediction and control of kinetics and performance of the shearing mechanism have been an important part in the design and research of aluminum electrolytic capacitors. Scholars have started to analyze suitable methods and factors affecting the kinetic performance of a complex mechanical system.
In the optimization of mechanical mechanism, analyzing motion acceleration, shock, and vibration, and dynamic law, researchers have established various kinetic models. Based on established lumped parameter model, Hrones, cam and follower in the kinetic model. Although the running speed of the camshaft would improve, unstable areas would occur and damping would affect the stability of the system. Lassaad and coworkers [9] [10] [11] studied the nonlinear dynamic features of the cam and swing lever mechanism by determining the influence of the stiffness of cam roller contact and bearing support in the established kinetic model. Moreover, the study analyzed the influence of the cam profile error on the kinematic parameters of the follower. However, the result could not reflect the practical working conditions of the cam mechanism because of simple error forms. Sandor GN et al. 12 constructed the lumped parameter model of the planar four-bar mechanism for analyzing elastic deformation and dynamic stress of the linking rod. Winfrey 13 and Sandor and coworkers 14, 15 introduced finite element method for analysis of structural dynamics to resolve linkage mechanism problems. The defects of the low precision of the elastic dynamic model of the linkage mechanism were improved gradually. The dynamic analysis of linkage mechanism was performed through the elastic deformation of beam element simulation component, with longitudinal elastic displacement of the first-order polynomial simulation unit of the position coordinates, and transverse elastic displacement of third- 16, 17 or fifth-order polynomial 16, 18 simulation unit. Taking a planar four-bar mechanism as an example, Yu Yaoqing 19 studied the relationship between the inherent frequency of the mechanism and the cross-section parameters of the linking rod. Results indicated that the inherent frequency of the mechanism was proportional to onedimensional parameters of the cross-section of the linking rod. In addition, the influence of the crosssection parameters of different linking rods on the dynamic response of the mechanism varied. Li Zhaojun 20 constructed a coupled dynamic model of motor-elastic linkage mechanism and studied parametrically the excited vibration and resonance mechanism of the motor-elastic linkage mechanism; the author proposed a method for improving the dynamic characteristics of the mechanism by using 3D braided composites. Zhang Qinghua 21 and Zhang Minghui et al. 22 studied the elastic dynamic characteristics of the parallel mechanism by using finite element method. The mechanism equilibrium is an effective method used to reduce the vibration of the mechanism. Zobairi 23, 24 first studied the elastic dynamic equilibrium. Lin Jing 25 and Jiang Bing 26 proposed the use of additional spring and redundant actuation to achieve the elastic dynamic equilibrium of the linkage mechanism. An appropriate control system should be developed to improve the elastic dynamic characteristics of the mechanism. Yimin et al. 25 constructed and studied the active control system of elastic linkage mechanism by using neural network.
The length of the linking rod in the cam linkage mechanism is determined according to kinematic requirements of the mechanism. Generally, the linking rod should not be selected as a variable of mechanism optimization design. In cam linkage mechanism, the cam profile and cross-section parameters of linking rod are used as variables for design optimization. Shigang 26 and Xianmin and Hongzhao 27 proposed optimization designs for the shaking force of the linkage mechanism and the weight of the mechanism by considering the cross-section parameters of the linking rod as design variables. The cam profile determined the motion law of the mechanism as the main content of the cam design. Flocker 28, 29 raised the motion law of single-and multi-stop cam follower to appropriately adjust the control parameters in the motion law of the follower to meet different working conditions. Acharyya and Naskar 30 extended the index of motion law of the follower of a polynomial from an integer to the actual range; the design of the cam profile was optimized using the maximum jump and contact stress of the follower as the objective function and the index of motion law of a polynomial as design variable. Jiang and coworkers 31, 32 applied the Hermit curve as the motion law of the cam follower to study the vibration of the cam mechanism.
Research on mechanism dynamics mostly focuses on construction and analysis of effective dynamic models. However, insufficient simulation data for mechanism dynamics model are used to construct an objective optimization model to reduce the vibration performance of the mechanism. Therefore, this study aims to resolve the problems on dynamics of the cam linkage mechanism and adopts finite element method to construct a dynamic model. Based on the established dynamic model, this study analyzes the dynamic stress, shaking force, and shaking moment of the mechanism. Shaking force and shaking moment of the mechanism are selected as the objective function of the optimization model. Moreover, node parameters of B-spline curve motion law and crosssection parameters of the linking rod are selected as design variables. This paper proposes the optimization of the design of the mechanism to improve the dynamic stress and reduce the vibration of the mechanism.
Structure design of mechanism

Structure design
The jacketing machine is rigid automation equipment that considers the cam mechanism as control system and linkage mechanism as the transmission system. This machine is suitable for manufacturing aluminum electrolytic capacitors given the large production volume and fixed product type. The basic design concept of the jacketing machine is, firstly, to design corresponding execution devices according to various actions in the process. Second, the timing of the actions of each executing device is determined for the preliminary design of the cam profile. The results will be helpful in designing the space linking rod drive system according to the designed execution devices and cam mechanism. Finally, results could verify if the designed mechanism meets working conditions and for proper modification of the parameters. Based on further analysis of the operation flow of the capacitor jacket, this study completes the structure design of jacketing machine and applies dynamic analysis on the complicated material-loading subsystem of the rubber hose. Figure 1 shows a 3D model of the jacketing machine execution device designed in the lab. Combining with Figure 2 , the working flow of the jacketing process is introduced. The bare capacitor goes into the bare product pre-processing subsystem after loading through vibrating disk. After treatment, the sequence of the bare capacitor with the same polar direction is obtained. The bare capacitor enters the station tray while waiting for the PVC rubber hose in the material-loading subsystem. Jacketing work is completed by the jacketing subsystem. Finally, thermal shrinkage subsystem is used to heat and shrink the PVC rubber hose for wrapping the aluminum case of capacitor. This study analyzes shearing mechanism of the typical rubber hose material-loading system.
Rubber hose material-loading subsystem
Rubber hose material-loading subsystem mainly aims to complete the material loading work of the rubber hose, and shear the hose according to the height of the capacitor. The rubber hose, after being sheared, goes into the hose tray for jacketing. To reflect better structural characteristics of the jacketing machine, transmission and control device of hose materialloading subsystem are analyzed together with the executive device. Figure 2(a) shows the 3D model of hose material-loading subsystem. Figure 2(b) shows the schematic diagram of material-loading process of rubber hose. This subsystem is composed of four spatial linkage mechanisms. Four cams positioned at the bottom are motion input and control elements in the hose material-loading subsystem. Four space-bar linkages in the middle are motion transmission parts. Transfer, clamping, shearing, and other actions of the rubber hose are completed by the corresponding executive devices.
Construction of dynamic equation of mechanism and result analysis
Construction of dynamic equation of mechanism
Cam linkage mechanism is used as a control transmission part of the jacketing machine. This mechanism assures that the structure of the jacketing machine is more compact. However, the use of the mechanism has significant disadvantage, which is the poor dynamic equilibrium of the mechanism. The linkage mechanism drives a large inertia excitation that causes the mechanical system to generate larger vibration and noise. When the vibration is larger, the shearing mechanism would not accurately complete the shearing action of the rubber hose. The rubber hose may be stuck between the upper clamp and the shaft of rubber hose, which could cause the machine not to work properly. For this reason, kinematic analysis is made for the shearing mechanism in the hose material-loading subsystem and for exploring causes of vibration of the structure. Figure 3 shows diagram of shearing mechanism. The coordinate system in Figure 3 
The kinematic equation of planar four-bar linkages E 3 F 3 G 3 H 3 is shown as equation (2) 
Analysis of results
The velocity and acceleration curve of cyclonical motion are continuous and indicate improved dynamic characteristics. Cyclonical motion is selected to make the preliminary design of the cam as the designing cam profile. Figure 4 shows the changing curves of displacement, velocity, and acceleration of shearing mechanism of rubber hose with the rotation angle of the cam. From the figure, space linkage mechanism plays a role in movement mission and amplifies the input motion of the cam swing rod mechanism. For example, input displacement amplitude of cam swing lever mechanism in hose shearing mechanism is about 5 , and angular displacement amplitude of the end effector is about 15 . The space mechanical system consisting of the cam swing lever mechanism, space four-bar mechanism, and end effector could effectively achieve the design functions that the mechanical equipment has predetermined, with a universal structural form. The reasonable 
Construction of dynamic model of shear mechanism
Linkage subsystem model
The element kinetic equation of the linkage subsystem model of hose shear mechanism is constructed by using finite element method. The linkage mechanism is divided into several beam elements. The kinetic equations of all elements are stacked to derive the kinetic equation of linkage subsystem. The division of linkage subsystem of shear mechanism is shown in Figure 5 . The length of the linking rod of the planar four-bar mechanism in shear mechanism is smaller, and the stiffness of the component is larger than those of the other linking rods. Therefore, in elastic dynamic analysis, the planar four-bar mechanism could be considered according to the rigid body. Similarly, the stiffness of linking rod DE is larger than those of other linking rods, and considered according to the rigid rod. Freedom is found in the linking rod itself. The stiffness matrix of the dynamic equation is singular.
To avoid solving problems from a singular matrix, revolute pair O will be assumed as a cantilever beam, with only three curvature coordinates set in revolute pair O. Linking rod DE could then generate torsion deformation. Hence, a torsion element is used to describe the elastic deformation of DE. The linkage subsystem of shear mechanism is divided into nine elements for 63 generalized coordinates.
In equation (3), P ei refers to the inertia force the element suffered; Q ei refers to the acting force of adjacent element on element i; F ei refers to the generalized external force that element i suffered; and U i refers to the generalized coordinate array of element i. The relationship between coordinate U i of element i and the generalized coordinate of linkage subsystem U * is expressed by coordinate matrix B i
T refers to the generalized coordinate of linkage subsystem. Coordinate matrix B i reflects the corresponding relationship between the element and system generalized coordinates. Matrix element B i (j,k) reflects the corresponding position of the generalized coordinate j in element i in the system generalized coordinate.
Equation (4) is placed into the element kinetic equation (3). B 
In equation (5),
After formulating element kinetic equation (5), the kinetic equation of linkage subsystem could be obtained, as shown in equation (6) 
In equation (6)
In element kinetic equation (5), Q i refers to the internal force of linkage subsystem. Q i could be canceled mutually in the process when the element equation is assembled to be the system equation. Therefore, system kinetic equation does not include this item. F refers to the generalized external force array that linkage subsystem suffered. For linkage subsystem of shear mechanism, F mainly includes the acting force of the planar four-bar mechanism on the torsion shaft and rigid rod CD on other flexible rods, as well as contact force of the cam roller and spring preload at End A.
The relationship between the independent generalized coordinate of linkage subsystem U and the system generalized coordinate U * is shown as equation (7) 
In equation (7), B refers to the coordinate transformation matrix, and the detailed expression is shown in Appendix.
Equation (7) is put into the kinetic equation of linkage subsystem (equation (6)), to multiply by B T , and the following is obtained
In equation (8),
Kinetic equation of rigid linkage
The linking rod of the planar four-bar mechanism in the shear system is assumed rigid for the construction of the kinetic equation of the rigid body of the planar four-bar mechanism. Swing lever EF is selected as the equivalent component of the planar four-bar mechanism, and the kinetic equation is shown as equation (9) 
In equation (9), J e refers to the equivalent moment of inertia of planar four-bar mechanism; ' E refers to the actual angular displacement of swing lever EF; and M E refers to interaction moment between linking rod DE and swing lever EF.
The relationship between the actual angular displacement ' E and the theoretical angular displacement ' of swing lever EF is shown below
In equation (10), U 62 refers to the elastic rotation angle of linking rod DE in Node E. Then, equation (9) is put into equation (10) . After infinitesimal items are sorted and eliminated, the kinetic equation of planar four-bar mechanism can be obtained as equation (11) 
Similarly, the kinetic equation of linking rod CD could be obtained as equation (12) 
In equation (12) , J CD refers to the moment of inertia of swing lever CD; M D refers to interaction moment between linking rod DE and swing lever CD; M C refers to the moment of linking rod BC on swing lever CD; and U 60 refers to the elastic rotation angle of DE in Node D.
After equations (11) and (12) are placed into the kinetic equation, the following equation of linkage subsystem is obtained
Equation (13) shows the kinetic equation of linkage subsystem that considers rigid movement of planar four-bar mechanism and swing lever CD. Compared with equation (8) , the main difference is that mass matrix M L in equation (13) includes inertia of planar four-bar mechanism and rigid swing lever CD. The generalized external force matrix F L only includes contacting force of cam roller and spring preload at end A. The acting force of planar four-bar mechanism and swing lever CD on the elastic rod is counterbalanced in the superposition of equations.
Dynamic model of cam roller subsystem of shear mechanism
Cam roller subsystem model. The dynamic model of cam roller subsystem of shear mechanism is constructed by using the lumped parameter method. Figure 6 shows the sketch of the dynamic model of this subsystem. This model comprehensively considers the effects of torsion stiffness of the cam shaft, bending rigidity, and contacting stiffness between cam rollers on the dynamic characteristics of mechanism. The cam and cam shaft of shear mechanism are simplified as lumped mass m 1 and lumped moment of inertia J z in Figure 6 . Stiffness in model k z refers to the tensional stiffness of cam shaft; k x , k y refer to the bending stiffness of cam shaft in the directions of x and y. The roller in the cam roller subsystem is simplified as lumped mass m 2 . In the figure, k c refers to the contacting stiffness between the cam and roller.
According to Figure 6 , the kinetic equation of cam roller subsystem is shown as equation (14) . This is a linear force. Contact of cam-roller is a rolling and sliding lubricated contact, where it should normally be described as a contact force under elastohydrodynamic condition, as shown by Teodorescu et al. 33 A frictionless contact is assumed in this paper. The work by Teodorescu is for a cam-tappet contact. The same is also carried out for a cam-roller follower by C Delprete, 34 but with more complex non-Newtonian friction Figure 7 . The contact stiffness between cam and roller is expressed as follows
where F is positive pressure; h 1 , h 2 are depth of contact deformations on roller and cam. Assuming that the contact length between cam and roller is B, the deformation width is expressed as follows
where 1 and 2 are material Poisson ratios of cam and roller; E 1 and E 2 are material elastic modulus of cam and roller; R 1 and R 2 are radius of curvature of the contact area. The deformation depth of contact area is written as below The contact damping coefficient between cam and roller is expressed as follows
where m 1 , m 2 are related mass parameters, k 12 is contact stiffness, and is damping ratio. Damping ratio is tested by experiment.
Solving dynamic model of mechanism Solution of kinetic equation
Equations (13) and (14) refer to the kinetic equations of shear mechanism. In the equation, mass matrix M and rigid matrix K will constantly change with the movement of the mechanism. The kinetic equation is a differential equation with variable coefficients, and its exact solution is hard to obtain. For such kind of problem, time discretization method is used. The movement period T of the mechanism is dispersed into several time units Át. Coefficient matrix of mechanism kinetic equation in each time unit could be regarded as constant. Kinetic equations (13) and (14) could be solved by using differential equations with constant coefficients. At present, the common methods for solving kinetic equations are mode superposition and direct integration. 35, 36 The kinetic model is solved by MATLAB software.
In this paper, the Newmark method of direction integration is adopted. Lagrange's Mean Value Theorem is used for approximating assumptions of velocity vector at t þ Át. When the parameters satisfy certain conditions, the Newmark method is unconditionally stable. In solving stability, calculation accuracy and speed of kinetic equation and other factors are considered. Hence, this paper selected the Newmark method to solve the kinetic equation of shear mechanism. The detailed calculation process is as follows 37 
:
1. Obtain the related coefficient matrix (M, C, K) of system kinetic equation and initial state vectors of system U 0 , _ U 0 , € U 0 through analyzing the shear mechanism. 2. Select a proper time step Át and solving parameters 1, 2 , and calculate the following solving parameters,
Calculate the effective rigid matrix of the system, "
Calculate effective load and elastic motion parameters of the system at t þ Át "
Effects of the rotational speed of the cam shaft on elastic dynamic characteristics of the mechanism
The rotational speed of the cam shaft has the greatest effect on the elastic dynamic characteristics of the mechanism. The following part will study the effect of the rotational speed of the cam shaft on elastic dynamic characteristics of the mechanism. The elastic displacement of middle node of linking rod BC in shear mechanism is taken as an example. Figure 8 , and (c) for elastic displacement of the middle node in swing lever BC towards three coordinate directions, the displacement towards axis x is the largest, followed by that towards axis y, and the elastic displacement towards axis z is the smallest. Axial direction of swing lever OB is almost the same as the direction of axis z. Hence, the elastic displacement in the direction of axis z is mainly caused by tension compression deformation of swing lever OB and bending deformation of linking rod BC. Pull-pressing rigidity is larger than bending stiffness of linking rod, such that elastic displacement of the node in the direction of axis z is the smallest. Plane xoz is the plane for the motion of rigid body of swing lever AOB, and systems are subjected to greater inertia. The elastic displacement of middle node of linking rod DE in shear mechanism is taken as an example which is consistent with the elastic displacement of the middle node of the connecting rod BC in the mechanism. Therefore, the analysis of the connecting rod DE is not repeated. Thus, elastic displacement in the direction of axis x is the largest. To ensure low noise and small vibration under high-speed operation, the kinetic equation is needed to analyze further optimal parameters of the linking rod and cam profile.
Analysis on shaking force and shaking moment
The mechanism shaking force (shaking moment) is the resultant force (resultant moment) indicating that the mechanism transmitted to the frame was due to inertia. 2, 3 Inertia force of mechanism will change periodically in size and direction. Therefore, the shaking force and shaking moment transmitted to the frame through the component and motion pair change periodically and are the main cause of the vibration of mechanism on the base. According to previous analysis, kinetic equation (13) of the linkage subsystem is composed of equations of various elements. After the system equation is used to solve elastic displacement U and elastic acceleration € U of each node, coordinate transformation is done as described previously. Thus, elastic displacement U e and elastic acceleration € U e of each element could be obtained. After the factors are put into element kinetic equation, the following is obtained
In equation (19) , Q ei is the node force of element i. When the element node is overlapped with motion pair, Q ei is the reaction of the kinematic pair.
The shaking force or shaking moment is a resultant force (resultant moment) when the mechanism is transmitted to the frame. Thus, shaking force (shaking moment) is closely related to the reaction of the kinematic pair at connecting rack pairs O, D, E, and H in the shear mechanism. The shaking force of the mechanism is expressed as equation (20) 
In equation (20) , F x , F y , and F z are the components of shaking force in the three coordinate axes; F kx , F ky , and F kz refer to the three coordinate components of the reaction of motion pairs at connecting rack pair k.
The calculation of mechanism shaking moment is associated with the selection of reference point. If motion pair O is selected as a reference point in shear mechanism, the mechanism shaking moment is shown as equation (21) 
In equation (21), M x , M y , and M z are the three coordinate components of shaking moment. M kx , M ky , and M kz refer to the three coordinate components of counter moment at connecting rack pair k; d kx , d ky , and d kz are the coordinate components of connection vector between connecting rack pair k and motion pair O.
Shaking force and shaking moment of hose shear mechanism under different velocities are shown in Figure 9 . Elastic deformation of shear mechanism component results in the violent oscillation of the mechanism. Causing severe vibration of the mechanism on the frame and exacerbating the impact wear on motion pair could reduce the reliability of the mechanism. In addition, the velocity and cam profile are the important factors that influence the performance of the mechanism component. Shaking force (shaking moment) is the main reason for the vibrations of the mechanism on the frame.
Optimization of cross-section size of linking rod
Length and cross-section are two important parameters of linkage mechanism. Length is determined by the motion of a rigid body. When the motion law of the mechanism has been determined, the length of component should not be changed. At that time, cross-section of the component could effectively improve the dynamic performance of the mechanism. This paper aims to study the impact of the cross-section of swing lever AOB, linking rod BC and DE on the dynamic performance of the mechanism by taking dynamic stress of the mechanism component as an example.
Impact of cross-section of swing lever AOB Impact of cross-section size. The swing rod AOB is a rectangular section component with cross-section parameters in size and shape. Firstly, in the case of unchanged cross-section shape (unchanged ratio of length and width of section), the effect of the cross-section size on the dynamic performance of shear mechanism was studied. Under the conditions that the ratio of length and width of section of swing lever AOB is maintained at l ¼ a/b ¼ 2, and the width of the section b is changed from 4 to 18 mm, the effect of cross-section size of swing lever AOB on the performance of shear mechanism is analyzed. Figure 10 shows the changing curves of maximum stress of swing lever AOB and linking rods BC and DE with changes in the width of section b of swing lever AOB. With constant increase in the width of section b, dynamic stresses of the components have a certain degree of fluctuation. In Figure 10 , if b falls within the range of 5 to 8 mm, the maximum dynamic stresses of three components undergo mutation. This effect is significant in the stress change curve of linking rods BC and DE. The change in cross-section size generates elastic resonance of the mechanism, and thus, these figures should be avoided in selecting the cross-section size of linking rods.
Impact of cross-section shape. Under conditions that the section width of swing lever AOB is maintained at b ¼ 12 mm, and the ratio of length and width of section l is changed from 0.1 to 10, the change in cross-section shape of swing lever AOB on the dynamic performance of the mechanism is studied. Figure 11 shows the change curves of dynamic stress of linking rod with the cross-section parameter of swing lever AOB l. The change in l has insignificant effect on elastic resonance of the mechanism. With increasing l, the maximum stresses of swing lever AOB and linking rod DE showed downward trend. If l > 2, the change in stress tended to be smooth. If l < 5, the maximum stress of BC showed downward trend with increasing l. If l > 5, the stress of linking rod BC tended to increase gradually with increasing l. To obtain the accurate value of l for improving the design of cross-section shape of the mechanism, this problem will be optimized in the follow-up work.
Effect of cross-section parameters of linking rod DE. Linking rod DE is a circular section component. Through changing the cross-section diameter of linking rod DE to fall within the range of 6 to 20, we can study the effect of cross-section parameters of linking rod DE to the performance of the mechanism. Figure 12 shows the change curves of dynamic stress of linking rod of shear mechanism with changes in the diameter d of DE. The change in diameter d could result in dynamic stresses of swing lever AOB and linking rod BC to generate great fluctuations. The dynamic stress of linking rod DE shows a downward trend with the increase in diameter d and tends to be smooth when d > 10. Linking rod DE is a component for connecting space four-bar mechanism and planer four-bar mechanism. Inertia excitation of planar fourbar mechanism makes DE generate great elastic deformation, and greatly affect dynamic stresses of swing lever AOB and linking rod BC.
Optimization design of shear mechanism
Optimization of the cam profile
The key to the optimal design of the cam mechanism is to parameterize motion law of the follower, and select appropriate design variables. B-spline curves, which are characterized by flexible modeling and ease in control, are widely applied to geometric design, computer graphics, and other fields. This paper selected B-spline curves as the motion law of the cam follower to study the optimization design of the cam profile.
Motion law of B-spline curves. The B-spline curve in k order in the node with multiplicity of r is C k À r continuous. To ensure the continuity of jerk diagram of the motion law of cam follower, the B-spline curve was selected five times in the design of the motion law of follower. The motion law of cam follower of hose shear mechanism and the node position are shown in Figure 13 . Node sequences are symmetrically distributed. Multiplicity of Nodes 1 and 7 is set to 6, and node sequences of displacement curve of cam follower are as follows
According to node distribution of the displacement curve of follower, the displacement expression formula of follower is easily obtained, as shown in equation (22) 
In equation (22), a i (i ¼ 1, 2,. . .,11) refers to the control parameter determined by motion constraint conditions (equation (23)) of motion law of the follower
Optimization model of hose shear mechanism
Objective functions and design variables. Shaking force or shaking moment is the main reason for the vibration of the mechanism on the frame. Selecting shaking force and shaking moment of the mechanism as objective functions of optimization model, the expression formula is shown as equation (24) 
Equation (24) shows a multi-objective design optimization problem in a period of motion of shear mechanism by regarding the maximum value of shaking force and shaking moment as the minimum value. F refers to the total shaking force of the shear mechanism; M refers to the total shaking moment of the mechanism; and, F and M expression formulas are shown in equation (25) 
In equation (25), F x , F y , and F z are coordinate components of the shaking force of the mechanism; M x , M y , and M z are coordinate components of shaking moment.
The length of linking rod in shear mechanism is determined by the desired motion law of the end effector. Therefore, cross-section parameters of the linking rod are selected as design variables. For the optimization of cam profile of shear mechanism, node parameters of the motion law of B-spline curve are used as design variables. Design variables of the shear mechanism optimization model are written in vector form, shown as equation (26) 
In equation (26), t1 , s t1 and t2 and s t2 are node parameters of motion law of B-spline curve; b refers to the width of section of swing lever AOB; l refers to the ratio of length and width of swing lever AOB; and, d DE refer to the diameter of linking rod DE.
Numerical simulation analysis. Genetic algorithm is chosen as the method of solving the optimization model of the shearing mechanism. With the rotation rate of v ¼ 400 r/min, the dynamic parameters of hose shearing mechanism after optimization are obtained. The comparison with the results before optimization is shown in Table 1 . Here, the amplitude of the maximum value of the maximum component in the coordinate component of the swing and swing torque is the largest. After optimizing the component with larger maximum value among shaking force and shaking moment coordinate components, its declining amplitude is the highest. Mechanism optimization improved swing force and swing moment. This result indicates that o selecting shaking force and shaking moment of the mechanism as objective Figure 13 . Displacement of follower and node distribution.
functions of mechanism optimization is rational and effective. Shaking force and shaking moment of the mechanism are closely related to the reaction of the kinematic pair of the mechanism. The reaction of the kinematic pair of the mechanism greatly affects the dynamic stress of the linking rod and position error of the mechanism. The design variables after mechanism optimization are: 
Conclusions
This paper established a kinematic equation of jacketing machine and shearing machine and analyzes the change curves of the displacement, velocity, and acceleration of the hose shear mechanism with changes in the cam rotation angle. Results indicate that the rational design of cam profile is the key to solve this problem. For further study, we develop an element kinetic equation of linkage subsystem by using finite element method and the kinetic equation of cam roller subsystem by using lumped parameter method. The Newmark method is applied to solve these problems. We analyze the change according to the law of elastic displacement with the change in cam rotation angle under different cam rotation speeds in the range of 100 to 400 r/min. The rotation speed of the cam shaft has the greatest effect on the elastic dynamic characteristics of the mechanism. The kinetic equation is needed to analyze further optimal parameters of the mechanism and cam profile. To reduce the fluctuations of mechanism, a cam profile optimization method based on B-spline is introduced. Cam profile and cross-section parameters of linking rod are regarded as design variables, and shaking force and shaking moment as optimization objectives. Genetic algorithm is used to solve the established optimization model. The optimization method adopt in this paper is a simple, effective, and general method, and shaking force and shaking moment have significantly reduced after optimization.
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